
COMMS, a preliminary guide to the why’s-wherefores, do’s and don’ts.
Pt.1 Communication Systems suitable for Airsoft applications

Clansman range PRR PRC-349 :-  is an intra-section level portable VHF FM transceiver. Built by Racal BCC. RF
power output is 0.25 watts. Units supplied to the British Army operate in the 37 - 46.975 MHz range, voice (FM)
transmission Mode. A high power (2 Watts) output version was also available and any 10 MHz block in the range 30 -
76 MHz could be supplied. Worn in a holster on the chest or back. 
The PRC349 was added to the Clansman family in 1972
Discontinued for general military purposes but has now been adopted for CADET Usage because it is small compared
to the man pack radios and thus is more convenient for the cadets and also at section level. The 349 is supplied with
a holster (allowing the radio to be carried on the back or chest), 0.5m whip antenna and also a headset, throat
microphone and pressel assembly.
Ranges with the 0.5m Whip
Ranges achievable with the UK/PRC-349 coupled with its 0.5m whip do vary dependant on weather and the environment.
Below is a table of rough range estimates:

Terrain Range
Rolling Countryside 2.0km
Wooded Countryside 1.2km
Built up Area 0.3km

Selex /Marconi Bowman H4855 & H4855U AN/PRC-343 Personal Role Radio PRR, is an Integrated Intra Squad
Radio IISR Made by SELEX Communications (Marconi is on the label) and used mainly in the UK, and by  U.S. Marines
and Australian Special Forces.
Frequency:
Instead of operating in one of the standard military frequency bands this radio operates (2.4 - 2.483) in the 2.4 Ghz
Industrial Scientific & Medical  (ISM) bands where no licence is needed for secondary users.  This particular band has
a Wi-Fi specification, IEEE 802.11, that's commonly used for linking laptops and PDAs to a network.  The 802.11
protocol is used by this radio.  I think that means that no licence is required to use this radio in the U.S. or Europe, the
standard issue is Bowman headset PRC-343 and wireless PTT for mounting on the weapon. There are many types of
headsets including single and double earpiece with electret mike or throat mike, and also Racal Frontier In-Ear system.
Range: 1000 meters (open terrain) 500 meters (Rural Terrain) BUT transmission through up to three floors (Urban Terrain)
http://www.milspec.ca/radspec/prc-343.html

PMR446 (Private Mobile Radio, 446 MHz) is a part of the UHF radio frequency range that is open without licensing for
business and personal use in most countries of the European Union. Depending on surrounding terrain range can vary
from a few hundred metres (in a city) to a few kilometres (flat countryside) to many kilometres from high ground. It is
ideal for small-site, same-building and line of sight outdoor activities. PMR446 is used in both professional and
consumer-grade walkie-talkies similar to those used for FRS/GMRS in the United States and Canada. 
BUT beware, the USA FRS/GMRS sets are illegal here because of their power output and frequency usage.

CHOICES
A standard PMR Radio is the best and most economical choice. From under £25 to way over £400 but you DON’T
get what you pay for in a sense. Some of the low priced models will out perform the high end ones in an airsoft team
application. i.e. the Motorala Talkabout TLKR T7 which has the capability to individually name each radio/user. Users
can call all or singular users, AND if there’s interference you can switch channels and ALL the others in the group
will follow to that new channel AUTOMATICALLY..

The Clansman range PRR including the PRC-349. It is unlikely you’ll get into trouble using them as the
range is so limited and unless there was a Cadet training exercise within a kilometre of you you would not
be causing any problems, BUT beware of “Hams” telling you to get off their band, it isn’t theirs.

The PRC-343 Personal Role Radio PRR is VERY good for working around or inside buildings as its microwave
tranmissions just go straight through walls, the PMR and Clansman are limited to one floor in a building.The IISR
(Integrated Intra Squad Radio) conversely will transmit through to the other side of a factory or up as far as three floors
internally.
Watch the forum as I’ll be posting hidden pages within our website with a plethora of intel re: Headsets, PTT’s, ancillaries
and the like. I am also going to post a diagram of the standard British Army hand signals.

For Clansman details:-
http://www.armyradio.com
http://www.crusader80.co.uk/comms.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clansman
http://acfccfsignals.org.uk/349.php


